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Identifier/Call Number: University Archives Record Series 169
Contributing Institution: UCLA Library Special Collections
Language of Material: English
Physical Description: 1.2 linear ft.(3 boxes)
Date: 1964-1980
Abstract: Record Series 169 contains publications of UCLA's College Library, generated between 1964 and 1980.
Creator: University of California, Los Angeles. Library. College Library.
Access
COLLECTION STORED OFF-SITE AT SRLF: Open for research. Advance notice required for access. Contact the UCLA Library Special Collections Reference Desk for paging information.
Publication Rights
Copyright of portions of this collection has been assigned to The Regents of the University of California. The UCLA University Archives can grant permission to publish for materials to which it holds the copyright. All requests for permission to publish or quote must be submitted in writing to the UCLA University Archivist.
Preferred Citation
[Identification of item], Library. College Library. Publications (University Archives Record Series 169). UCLA Library Special Collections, University Archives.
Historical Note
College Library at the University of California, Los Angeles (UCLA) is located at the Powell Library Building and supports undergraduate study at UCLA. The name "College Library" was adapted between 1957 and 1958 after the merging of the Undergraduate Library and the Reserve Book Room.
While there is no one single successor to the first UCLA library, College Library's lineage traces back to the original main library at UCLA's first campus on Vermont Avenue. Over the years, numerous special or subject libraries have developed, originally as branches of College Library. College Library represents the core general collection up until the 1964 opening of the University Research Library (now known as the Charles E. Young Research Library). Currently, UCLA has two general collection libraries, College Library and the Charles E. Young Research Library, and the branch libraries are considered libraries in their own right.
Scope and Content
Record Series 169 contains publications of UCLA's College Library, generated between 1964 and 1980. Files include bibliographies, exhibit catalogs, film reviews, reference guides, announcements, programs, a tour guide, and general informational publications.
This is an inactive record series; no additional University records are expected to be added.
UCLA Catalog Record ID
UCLA Catalog Record ID: 3520421
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Box 1
A Self-Guided Tour of UCLA's College Library. 1971-1978; n.d.
Exhibits - announcements and catalogs. 1972; n.d.
Films and Film Reviews. 1977.
General Information. 1975-1978; n.d.
Guide to Sources on Public Law at the College Library. 1978.
Jazz Listening - List of cassettes for Music 132A. n.d.
Regular Hours of Service. 1970-1974; n.d.
Renaissance Printers' Marks of College Library. 1979.
The Powell Library Building. 1977.
Extent: 2 folders
| Box 2 | **Suggested Books for UCLA's Residence Hall Libraries (Author List).** 1967. |
|       | Extent: 2 folders |
|       | Extent: 2 folders |
| Box 3 | **Using the Library to Write a Term Paper.** 1973-1978. |